OPEN INDUSTRY 4.0 ALLIANCE
OPEN TO ACCELERATE BUSINESS AS ONE
VISION AND MISSION

The goal of Open Industry 4.0 Alliance? Holistically developed guidelines for Industry 4.0 solutions and services – and thus achieving real value for members and their customers. A framework developed by leading companies serves as the basis for a variety of industries.

HOW TO STAND OUT

Cooperation instead of competition – this is where the Alliance differs from other initiatives. It continues to grow, and with it the scope for opportunities and the potential for innovation. The members are already mastering the challenges of Industry 4.0 together successfully.

The key differentiators at a glance

- OPENNESS: Interoperable and welcoming at once
- SCALABILITY AND GROWTH: For all companies, today and tomorrow
- DATA CUSTODIANSHIP: Providers stay in control
- BROWNFIELD COMPATIBILITY: Easily leverage existing investments
- REPUTATION: The Alliance stands for quality and trust
- BUILT-IN NETWORK: Valuable collaboration and communication
- LOW RISK: Zero vendor lock-in, plug-and-open approach
- ASSET REPOSITORY: Centralized for easy sharing and collaborating
- STRONG ECOSYSTEMS: Powered by the sum of many

The Alliance creates substantial advantages: Guidelines and solution-catalogues – both designed hand in hand by member companies. Members and their customers can effortlessly integrate into their on-site production. This is how the Alliance drives the digitalization of production factories, processing plants, and warehouses of operators as well as manufacturers of assets in a targeted manner.

---

WORK TOGETHER TO DELIVER CUSTOMER VALUE

CREATE A VIABLE ECOSYSTEM

ENSURE OPERATORS & OEMS COLLABORATE

AGREE ON COMMON SEMANTICS AND FRAMEWORKS

Explore current offer
**BECOME A MEMBER**

Your company is welcome in the Open Industry 4.0 Alliance. New members are very appreciated! Let us work together and speak with one voice to make a difference in advancing Industry 4.0.

**Take your chance to:**
- Be a first-mover and co-creator
- Tap into new markets
- Harness synergies and network

Further information about the Open Industry 4.0 Alliance can be downloaded from our website:
- General White paper
- Technical solution design principles
- Industrial cybersecurity design principles
- Technology and professional services – Members areas of expertise
- Solution architecture concept

**ADVANTAGES FOR SHOPFLOOR OPERATORS**

Are you a company from the process industry, food & beverage, manufacturing industry or intralogistics? Do you want to take full advantage of the digital-industrial transformation? Then become a customer of the Alliance’s concepts. Use the future-oriented approach and benefit from the exchange of knowledge within the members community.

**This is what you can expect:**
- Members offer custom-fit solutions without vendor lock-in
- Cooperative spirit at eye level within the members community
- Agreement on common enterprise grade standards

Thanks to the flexible services and products of our member companies, you can implement digital transformation at key points in your process chains. Let us develop and implement success factors tailored to your needs. We are looking forward to your inquiry!

**THREE STEPS TO JOIN**

1. Find out more about the Alliance.
   In person or on the web.

2. Get in touch via phone or mail.

3. Your membership will be confirmed swiftly.

**CONTACT**

- Telephone: +49 521 7702 798940
- Email: info@openindustry4.com
- Website: openindustry4.com
- LinkedIn: /open-industry-4-0-alliance